Abstract
Introduction
Database replication is a topic that has attracted a lot of research during the last years. There are two main reasons: on the one hand databases are frequently the bottleneck of more complex systems such as multi-tier architectures that need higher throughput; on the other hand, databases store critical information that should remain highly available. Database replication has been employed to address these issues. A critical issue of database replication is how to keep the copies consistent when updates occur. That is, whenever a transaction updates data records, these updates have to be performed at all replicas. Traditional approaches have studied how to implement replication within the database, what we term the white box approach [11, 10, 22, 23] . However, the white box approach has a number of shortcomings. Firstly, it requires access to source code. This means that only the database vendor will be able to implement them. Secondly, it is typically tightly integrated with the implementation of the regular database functionality, in order to take advantage of the many optimizations performed within the database kernel. However, this approach results in the creation of inter-dependencies between the replication code and the other database modules, and is hard to maintain in a continuously evolving codebase.
Recent research has focused on how to perform replication outside the database [2, 36, 12, 5, 4, 15, 31, 33, 35, 26] , typically as a middleware layer. However, nearly none of them is truly a black-box approach in which the database is used exclusively based on its user interface since this would lead to very simplistic and inefficient replication mechanisms. Instead, in the simplest form, they require some information from the application. In the most basic form, they parse incoming SQL statements in order to determine the tables accessed by an operation [12] . This allows to perform simple concurrency control at the middleware layer. More stringent, they might require the first command within a transaction to indicate whether the transaction is read-only or an update transaction [35] , or to indicate the tables that are going to be accessed by the transaction [5, 4, 32] . Nevertheless, many do not require any additional functionality from the database system itself. However, this can lead to inefficiencies. For instance, it requires update operations or even entire update transactions to be executed at all replicas which results in limited scalability. We term this approach symmetric processing. An alternative is asymmetric processing of updates that consists in executing an update transaction at any of the replicas and then propagate and apply only the updated tuples at the remaining replicas. [20] shows that the asymmetric approach results in a dramatic increase of scalability even for workloads with large percentages (80% and above) of update transactions. However, retrieving the writesets and applying them at remote sites is non-trivial and is most efficient if the database system provides some support. We believe that even further replication efficiency could be achieved, if the database exposed even more functionality to the middleware layer. 
Figure 1. A reflective database
Thus, in this paper we try to combine the advantages of white and black box approaches by resorting to computational reflection [28] . The essence of computational reflection lies in the capability of a system to reason about itself and its behaviour, and act upon it. A reflective system is structured around a representation of itself or meta-model. This meta-model might provide different abstractions of the underlying system with different levels of detail. A reflective system is split into: a base-level (the database in Figure 1 ), where the regular computation takes place, and a meta-level, where the system reasons about this regular computation and extends it (the replication middleware in Figure 1) . Reification is the process by which changes in the base-model are reflected in the meta-model. Introspection is the mechanism that enables the meta-model to interrogate the base-model about its structure and/or behavior. Intercession is the mechanism through which the meta-model can change the state and/or behavior of the base-model.
We use reflection to expose some functionality of the database resulting in what we term a gray box approach to database replication (Fig. 1) . Unlike previous reflective approaches for middleware [25, 9] , our goal is not to propose a full-fledged metamodel of a database, since the inherent overheads are prohibitive and incompatible with the high performance requirements of databases. Our aim is to identify a set of composable, minimal and lightweight reflective interfaces that enable to attain high performance replication at the middleware level. We start by a set of basic interfaces which are essential for the practicality of the approach. Functionality provided by such interfaces is already implicitly used by existing protocols. From there, we reason about more advanced functionality which we have identified of being beneficial for database replication. These advanced interfaces allow us to obtain the combined benefits of black and white box approaches. That is, on the one hand we achieve separation of concerns by having separate components for the regular database functionality and the replication code; on the other hand, we can perform sophisticated optimizations in our replication middleware.
In the following, Section 2 gives an overview of techniques used in database replication. Section 3 presents two replication algorithms that will serve as examples to discuss our needs for reflection. Section 4 provides a series of interesting reflective interfaces. Section 5 presents the implementation and evaluation of some specific reflective interface. Section 6 presents related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.
Taxonomy of Database Replication Protocols
We classify replication protocols across several dimensions, which extends the criteria defined in previous taxonomies [16, 39] :
• when to propagate changes: In eager protocols updates or the changes of a transaction (also called writesets) are propagated as part of the original transaction. In contrast, with lazy replication, updates are propagated as a separate transaction.
• where to execute update transactions: Primary copy replication requires that update transactions are executed at a given site (the primary). The primary propagates the changes to the secondary replicas which only accept read-only transactions from their local clients. In order to schedule read-only transactions to secondaries and updates to the primary, some systems require the application program to tag transactions as read-only or not [35] . If update transactions can be executed at any replica, the replication protocol follows an update everywhere approach.
• number of messages: This parameter considers the number of messages per transaction. Some protocols use a constant number of messages, while others require a linear number of messages depending on the number of update operations within the transaction.
• coordination protocol: Some replica control mechanisms require a coordination protocol among the replicas in order to terminate the transaction (voting termination). In others, each replica decides itself about the outcome of a transaction given the information it has received so far (non-voting).
• correctness criteria: The correctness criteria typically implemented is 1-copyserializability (1CS) [8] . Serializability guarantees that the concurrent execution of transactions is equivalent to a serial execution. 1CS guarantees that a replicated execution is equivalent to a serial execution over a non-replicated database. Centralized database systems usually offer apart of serializability more relaxed forms of isolation, such as the ANSI isolation levels or snapshot isolation [7] . Snapshot isolation is based on multiversion optimistic concurrency control as implemented by Oracle, Microsoft SQLServer (the just released Yukon), and PostgreSQL. Accordingly, 1-copy-snapshot-isolation [26] or generalized snapshot isolation [14] define what it means to provide snapshot isolation in a replicated system.
• • transaction restrictions: Another interesting dimension is related to the constraints set on the kind of transactions that can be replicated. Some protocols only allow single statement transactions (known as auto-commit mode in JDBC) [2] . Other protocols allow several statements within a transaction but they have to be known at the beginning of the transaction. This can be implemented using stored procedures (or prepared statements in JDBC) [24, 33, 3] . The more general protocols do not have any restriction on the number of statements a transaction contains [22, 40, 26, 14, 35, 12] .
Two Basic Database Replication Protocols
The goal of this section is to give an intuition of how a typical database replication protocol looks like. We first look at very basic protocols. From there, we discuss the use of reflective interfaces, and the requirement for further reflective capabilities in order to be able to enhance the basic protocols in different aspects. One of the protocols is pessimistic and the other optimistic. Both protocols are eager, update-everywhere protocols and provide one-copy serializability. They use group communication systems [13] that provide a total order multicast (all messages are delivered to all replicas in the same order). For simplicity of description, we ignore reliability of message delivery in this paper.
The pessimistic replication protocol performs symmetric processing of updates and assumes single statement transactions or multiple statement transactions sent in a single request. In this protocol, a client sends its requests to one of the replicas. Read-only transactions are processed locally. However, update transactions are multicast in total order to all the replicas and processed at each of them sequentially. This protocol is executed at all the replicas and can be summarized as follows (which resembles the one proposed by [2] ):
I. Upon receiving a request for the execution of an update transaction from the client: multicast the request to all replicas with total order. II. Upon delivering an update transaction request:
enqueue the request in a FIFO queue. III. Once a request is the first in the queue: submit transaction for execution. IV. Once a transaction finishes execution: remove it from queue. If local return response to client.
This basic protocol only needs minimal reflective support. We discuss later how this basic protocol can be enhanced to improve performance and functionality, and how these improvements require extensions to the reflective interface. The optimistic protocol is a simplified version of [34] and performs asymmetric processing of updates. For simplicity of description we assume that each request is one transaction (multiple request transactions could be handled in the same way). A client submits a request to one of the replicas where it is executed locally. If the transaction is read-only the reply is returned to the client immediately. Otherwise, a distributed validation is needed that checks whether 1-copy serializability has been preserved. If not, the validating transaction is aborted.
I. Upon receiving a transaction request from the client: execute it locally. II. Upon completing the execution:
1. If read-only: return response to client.
If update transaction: extract the read (RS)
and writeset (W S) and multicast them in total order.
III. Upon delivering RS and W S of transaction tv:
validate it with transactions tc that committed after tv started. 
If W S(tc) ∩ RS(tv)
=
Reflective Interfaces for Database Replication
In this section we study which reflective interfaces can be exhibited by databases to enable the implementation of the protocols presented in the previous section at the middleware level. Additionally, we also discuss how these protocols can be enhanced and which extensions to the reflective interface these enhancements require. The interfaces we present range from the well-known request interception to novel concepts such as reflective concurrency control.
Reflective Database Connection
Clients open a database connection by means of a DB connectivity component (e.g. JDBC or , which runs at the client side, and submit transactions through it. The DB connectivity component forwards the connection request and the transactions to the DB server that processes them. The DB server then returns the corresponding replies that the connectivity component relays to the client. Finally, when the client is done, it closes the connection. Since database functionality is split into a client and server part, we have a base model, meta-level and meta-model at both the client and server side. The client base-level is the client connectivity component. The database baselevel is the connection handler. The well-known request interception reflective technique can be applied at the connectivity component and the connection handler to implement replication as a middleware layer. Figure 2 shows how reflective support is required from the DB connectivity component and the connection handler to enable the pessimistic basic algorithm presented in the previous section. First, since the client is not aware of the replication, the connection request should be intercepted by the meta-model. This provides the first hook to insert the replication logic (SendRequest). The connection request will be reified and at the meta-model the connection will be performed by first executing a replica discovery protocol (e.g. by means of IP-multicast as in Middle-R [26] ) to discover the available replicas. Then, one is chosen and the connection is established with it. This result will be reified (ReplyReception) to the client meta-level so that it can keep track of the replica to which it is connected. The standard client request (transaction requests) and the responses from the server can be intercepted in the same way, allowing further actions of the replication protocol. For the basic protocol no special actions are needed, and request and response are simply forwarded. Let us now examine what is required at the server side. A request that is received by one server replica should be reified (RequestReception) to the server meta-level. If it is a connection request the replica has to register the client. If it is a transaction request, it needs to be multicast to all replicas in total order where it will trigger transaction execution at the base-level of all servers as a form of intercession. When the request processing is completed at the server base-level the result is reified (SendReply) to the corresponding meta-level. This is a further hook at which the replication algorithm can apply the replication logic. For instance, for the response to a transaction request, only the local replica has to return the result to the client. When looking at the optimistic algorithm, a simple reflective mechanism at the database connection level is not enough. Hence, we defer the discussion of this protocol to the next sections.
Basic Algorithm

Fault-tolerance
However, a reflective database connection can enhance our pessimistic protocol (and in a similar way the optimistic protocol), by providing the right hooks to integrate fault-tolerance. A client should stay connected to the replicated system even if a replica fails. Ideally, the client itself is not even aware of any failures but experiences an uninterrupted service. Reflection at the connection level can achieve this. As mentioned before, when a client wants to connect to the system, the client meta-level can detect existing replicas and connect to any of them. In a similar way, when the replica to which the client is connected to fails, the failure needs to be reified to the client metalevel. Then, the meta-level can automatically reconnect to a different replica without the client noticing. For that the client meta-model has to do extra actions when intercepting standard transaction requests and their responses. A possible execution can be outlined as follows. When it receives a request it tags it with a unique identifier and caches it locally before forwarding the tagged request to the server. If the meta-model receives a failure exception or times out when waiting for a response it can reconnect to another replica and resubmit the request with the same identifier. The server meta-model of each replica keeps track of the last request and its response for each client using the request identifier. Hence, when it intercepts a request, it first checks whether it is a re-submission. If yes, it returns immediately the result. Otherwise, it is multicast and executed at all replicas as described above. At least-once execution is provided by letting the client meta-level resubmit outstanding request. At-most once is guaranteed by detecting duplicate submissions. Note that the server meta-level has to remove the request identifier from the request before the request is forwarded to the base-level server in order to keep the regular interface unmodified.
Reflective Requests
In the previous section, it was argued that without information about the content of the requests the replication logic was forced to use a read all write all symmetric approach executing all requests sequentially at all sites. That is, no concurrency control is performed at the middleware level. In order to enable more efficient replication protocols at the middleware level it is necessary to have an additional meta-interface. This meta-interface will enable to perform introspection on the request and might also provide access to application-dependent knowledge on the transaction access pattern. Therefore, this metainterface can offer information about transaction requests with different levels of detail: 1) It can classify the transaction as read-only or update; 2) It can provide information about the tables that are going to be accessed by the transaction and in which mode, read or update; 3) It can determine the conflict classes (application defined) to be accessed by the transaction. Level 1 is offered, for instance, by JDBC drivers through SetConnectionToReadOnly.
This information is exploited by replication middlewares such as [2] and [35] . It is particularly helpful in the case of primary copy replication. In this case, the replication protocol can redirect update transactions to the base level of the primary server and read-only transactions to any other replica. Levels 2 and 3 are used to implement concurrency control at the middleware level. Level 2 can be easily achieved through a SQL parser run at the client (or server) metamodel as has been done in [21] . Level 3 requires a meta-interface so that application programmers can define conflict classes and transactions can be attached the set of conflict classes they access. Level 3 can be exploited by conflict aware schedulers such as in [32, 19, 5, 4, 12] . Middle-R [33] has an implementation of such interface. If levels 2 or 3 are available, then our basic pessimistic protocol can be extended. Instead of having one FIFO queue, there can be queues for each table or conflict class and requests are appended to the queues of tables/classes they access. Hence, transactions that do not conflict can be submitted concurrently to the base-level.
Reflective Transactions
For the optimistic and asymmetric protocol presented in the previous section, however, reflective connections and requests are not yet enough. Asymmetric replication requires to retrieve and apply writesets. While the optimistic concurrency control could be achieved through reflective requests, the coarse conflict granularity achieved at this level (on a table or conflict-class basis) is likely to lead to many aborts. Thus, in order for optimistic concurrency control to be attractive, conflicts should be detected on the tuple level. For this purpose we need reflective transactions.
Writesets
In order to be able to perform asymmetric replication, the meta-model needs to be able to obtain a writeset of a transaction from the base-level and apply a writeset. The first request requires reification, the second intercession.
The writeset contains the updated/inserted/removed tuples identified through the primary key. The meta-interface can adopt three different forms. The first form provides the writeset as a black box. In this case, the writeset can only be used to propagate changes and apply them at a different replica through the metainterface. The second form consists in a reflective writeset providing an introspection interface itself.
This introspection interface enables to analyze the content of the writeset, for instance, in order to identify the primary keys of the updated tuples. This is needed for our optimistic protocol to detect conflicts. The third form offers a textual representation of the writeset. Typically the textual representation will be an SQL update statement identifying the updated tuples with a primary key. Though, other textual representations are possible, like for instance, XML.With this, replication could be across heterogeneous databases since one could retrieve a writeset from a PostgreSQL database and apply it to an Oracle instance.
The writeset meta-interface can be implemented efficiently. At the time updates are physi-cally processed at the database, the updates can be recorded in a memory buffer. The meta-interface just provides access to this buffer. A binary metainterface for PostgreSQL is used in [19, 21] , an introspective writeset meta-interface exists for PostgreSQL 7.2 [26] , and we have just completed a textual one (as a SQL statement) for MySQL.
If the database itself does not provide writeset functionality, it can be implemented through different means such as triggers [35] . This approach has the advantage of not requiring the modification of the database code. However, it has the shortcoming of the high cost incurred by triggers. Typically, each update of a data item triggers the insert of writeset information into a special table.
Retrieving the writeset means reading what a specific transaction has inserted into this special table. Thus, each update of a tuple in the original transaction leads to two updates when writeset functionality should be provided.
Readsets
In order to perform the validation of our optimistic replication algorithm, we also need the readset information. The readset meta-interface is similar to the writeset one. The main difference is that for the readset only the primary key of the read tuples is needed. The implementation is also relatively simple. Whenever a physical read takes place, the primary key is recorded on a buffer. However, the practicality of the approach is very questionable. Writesets are usually small while readset can become very large, e.g., if complex join operations are used. Thus propagating readsets might be prohibitive. Also, performing validation on readsets can be very expensive. Therefore, although the readset can be supported at the meta-interface, in general, very few protocols use it.
Reflective Log
The log of a database registers the undo and redo records to guarantee transaction atomicity. Redo records are in fact a form of a writeset. A reflective log provides an introspection interface that enables to analyze the records written to it by each transaction. Although conceptually similar to the writeset approach presented above, there is a very important difference. Writesets with the previous meta-interface are obtained before transaction completion, whilst in a reflective log only the writeset of committed transactions is usually accessible. This difference prevents the use of the reflective log approach for eager replication. This is particularly true if the writeset is needed for conflict detection which has to happen before transaction commit in eager protocols. Another implication of reflective logs is that access to the log is done by reading the log file. Since the log file is typically stored in a separated disk for efficiency reasons (so the head is always on the right track), the access by the replication middleware to the log file will reduce the benefits of this optimization by occasioning head movements.
Reflective logs are already provided by some commercial databases such as Microsoft SQLServer, Oracle, and IBM DB2. This reflective interface is usually known as log sniffer/reader/mining. Log sniffers are usually used for lazy replication in which updates are propagated as separate transactions.
Reflective Concurrency Control
The last reflective meta-interface we explore is the one related to concurrency control. The first possibility that one can consider is to have a fullfledge meta-model of concurrency control. For a locking concurrency control every lock request would be reified to the meta-model giving it opportunity to keep track of actual conflicts and waitfor relationships. Lock releases due to transaction abortion or commitment would be reified as well, so the meta-model can keep the information upto-date. This meta-model would be very powerful but unfortunately it is very expensive, since a very high number of lock requests and releases take place during a transaction. Hence, this approach is inefficient and complex to implement. Therefore, it is necessary to resort to slim meta-models with lower overheads.
For this, one has to understand what is really needed by the middleware level. In asymmetric schemes a transaction is first executed at one replica and then at the others. Two transactions that are executed locally at one replica are typically scheduled by the concurrency control mechanism of this local base-level database system. However, conflicts between transactions that are local at different replicas can only be detected optimistically when the writeset of one of the transaction arrives at the other replica. Typically, the transaction whose writeset arrives first (e.g., in total order) may commit, the other has to abort. This means, a local transaction should abort when a conflicting writeset arrives. For this to happen, however, the middleware (1) needs to know about the conflict and (2) be able to enforce an abort. [26] discusses how these things are difficult to achieve in a black box approach, slowing down the replication mechanism. Two simple meta-level interface functions could simplify the problem.
Conflict Reification/Introspection
A minimum interface could provide the metamodel information about blocked transaction. One possibility could be reify the blocking of transactions (a callback mechanism) such that when a SQL request is made to the database and the transaction becomes blocked on a lock request the baselevel automatically informs the meta-level about this blocking and the transaction that caused the block (i.e., the one holding a conflicting lock). This enables the meta-level to detect whether a writeset is blocked on a local transaction. Alternatively to a reification mechanism, the metalevel might use introspection via a get-blockedtransactions method to retrieve information about all blocked transactions. This method can be easily implemented in PostreSQL 7.2 in which there is a virtual view table with the transactions blocked awaiting for a lock release and a SELECT statement could be use for this purpose.
Indirect Abort
A second mechanism that is needed is to enable the abort of a transaction at random times. Usually, a client cannot enforce the abort of a transaction in the middle of execution of an operation. Instead, clients can usually only submit abort requests when the database expects input from the client, i.e., when it is not currently executing a request on behalf of the client. However, in the case described above, the replication protocol might need to abort a local transaction at any time. A meta-interface offering such indirect abort would provide a powerful intercession mechanism to the meta-model.
Lock Release Intercession
A transaction usually releases all locks at commit/abort time. Different lock implementations use different mechanisms to grant the released locks to waiting transactions. Lock requests could be waiting in a FIFO or other priority queue. Alternatively, they could be all waken up and given an equal chance to be the next to get the lock granted.
However, the replication protocol might like to have its own preference of whom to give a lock, for instance, to guarantee the same locking order at all replicas. Hence, any intercession mechanism such as giving access to the priority queue or allowing the meta-level to decide in which order waiting transactions should be waken up will be useful.
Priority Transactions
Another option to enforce an execution order on the base-level would be a form of indicating a priority level to a transaction. The simplest solution consists in providing a simple extension of the writeset interface that forces the database to apply the writeset in spite of existing conflicting locks. In case that a tuple contained in the writeset is blocked by a different transaction, the database aborts this transaction giving priority to the transaction installing the writeset. This could allow the replication middleware to enforce the same serialization order at all replicas. More advanced, transactions could be given different priority levels. Then the base-level database would abort a transaction if it has a lock that is needed by a transaction with a higher priority. In this case, local transaction could be given the lowest priority, and writesets a higher priority.
Evaluation
In this section we aim at providing an evaluation of the cost of the reflective writeset functionality, since it has shown to have a tremendous effect on performance [20] . We consider a wide number of mechanisms to capture the writeset. Our first two implementations are true extensions of the database kernel, and they capture the writeset either in binary or in SQL textual form. Furthermore, we have implemented a trigger based writeset capture, and a log based writeset capture, both of them return the writeset in SQL text format. The binary writeset capture has been implemented in PostgreSQL and was used by Middle-R [19, 33] . The SQL text writeset capture has been implemented in MySQL. The trigger and log based writeset capture were implemented in a commercial database 1 . For applying writesets at remote replicas, we have two implementations. One uses the binary writeset provided by the binary writeset capture service, the other requires as input a writeset with SQL statements (as provided by the SQL text writeset capture service and the trigger and log based captures).
Since the different reflective approaches were implemented in different databases we show the results separately for each database. We compare the performance of a regular transaction execution without writeset capture with the performance of the same database with writeset capture enabled. This allows us to evaluate the overhead associated with the writeset capture mechanism.
A similar setup is used for evaluating the costs of applying a writeset. In here, we compare the cost of executing an update transaction with the cost of just applying the writeset of the transaction. This enables to measure what is gained by performing asymmetric processing of updates.
Finally, to show the effect of the different alternatives to capture and apply writesets we derive analytically the scalability for different workloads and number of replicas.
The Cost of Reflective Writeset Capture
Let us first look at the results of the reflective mechanisms that are typically available in commercial database systems, namely log and trigger based reflection. We have implemented both mechanisms in the same commercial database and compared it to the baseline in this database. The baseline is the execution of a transaction without any capture enabled. The baseline therefore measures the performance of regular transaction execution. For this kind of transaction the maximum throughput that can be obtained is about 45-50 transactions per second. Its response time lies between 35 ms under low load and 205 ms under high load.
The writeset capture via the log mining facilities exhibits a very bad performance. The throughput drops to 3.5 transactions per second what means a drop of over 90%. The response time also worsens in the same line with a sharp increase from 300 to 1400 ms. What is more, it collapses for a number of clients beyond 5. The main reason for this bad behaviour is that the capture of the writeset using log mining creates a very high contention in the log converting it into a bottleneck.
When capturing the writeset via triggers the behaviour is quite different. The throughput suffers considerably and is basically halved, although not as much as with log mining. The throughput loss is around 55%. This cost for capturing the writeset is very high and as we will see later will result in a reduced scalability. Regarding the response time, it behaves very well, and the transaction latency is not significantly affected by the trigger capture. The SQL writeset capture was implemented within the MySQL kernel. The SQL writeset capture has a more moderate cost, resulting in an affordable burden. With respect the maximum attainable throughput, the peak for the regular MySQL without capture was over 330 tps, whilst with the SQL writeset capture enabled the peak went down to 220, that means a throughput loss of 33%. If we consider the throughput with 4 clients or beyond, the loss is smaller. MySQL without capture stabilizes in 170 tps, whilst the SQL capture version goes down to 120 tps. The drop in throughput in this case is slightly smaller, around 30%. When the load is close to the saturation point of MySQL, the SQL capture version collapses dropping to a marginal throughput of 60 tps.
The response time of MySQL without capture The binary writeset capture has been implemented in PostgreSQL. The throughput of PostgreSQL without capture was around 11 tps. When enabling the binary capture, the throughput remained almost the same without any significant impact. With respect to response time PostgreSQL had a response time of 200 ms with up to two simultaneous clients, and it increased linearly with the number of clients till 900 ms. The binary writeset capture showed the same behaviour as the version without capture. This means that the binary writeset capture resulted in a negligible cost, what is the base to attain a high scalability. Although the version of PostgreSQL used in this experiment achieved generally a very low throughput we do not expect the binary writeset capture to behave worse for higher throughputs since it is a very local task which is not affected by more concurrency in the system. In summary, trigger and log-based reflection turned out to be too heavyweight with an unacceptable cost in the case of log mining and a very high cost in the case of triggers. The reflective services implemented in MySQL and PostgreSQL have shown to be very lightweight with a quite affordable cost, the binary writeset capture exhibiting an extremely low overhead.
The Gain of Reflective Writeset Application
In here we evaluate the gains of applying writesets compared to executing the entire transaction. We evaluate two approaches, namely applying binary writesets and SQL writesets. SQL writesets are obtained by most of the capture mechanisms evaluated in the previous section. Binary writesets are only captured with the binary writeset reflective service. We use PostgreSQL for this evaluation since it is the only one in which we have implemented both kinds of writeset application. Figure 6 shows the performance of fully executing transactions in PostgreSQL, and applying the SQL writesets, and the binary writesets. Applying writesets achieves higher throughputs than executing normal transactions. The application of SQL writesets reaches a peak of 345 tps and the application of binary writesets a peak of 362 tps. These peaks are reached when there are around 3 clients submitting writesets concurrently. When there are more clients, the achievable throughput lies between 170-100 tps for SQL writesets, and between 210-115 tps for binary writesets. This means that binary writesets can obtain a throughput between 5-20% higher than SQL writesets. Furthermore, applying writesets can achieve throughputs that are 100-350 times higher than executing the update transactions.
With regard response time, a similar situation is found. The response time for full execution of update transactions in PostgreSQL lies between 170 and 900 ms. Again in stark contrast, the writet applications show a much better performance with response times lying between 7 and 100 ms. That is, a reduction of a 90-95% is obtained in the response time.
Analytical Scalability of Different Reflective Approaches
In the two previous sections we have evaluated the relative cost of capturing and applying the writeset with different reflective mechanisms. In this section we extend the analytical model for database replication scalability presented in [20] to consider the cost of capturing the writesets, since in that analytical model that cost was considered negligible (what is accurate for binary writesets) and only took into account the ratio between the application of the writesets and the full transaction execution.
Let L be the total processing capacity of the system, i.e., the maximum number of transactions per time unit that can be handled by the aggregation of all sites. Let L w = w · L and L r = (1 − w) · L be the load created by update and read transactions, being w the proportion of update transactions in the load. Let t be the processing capacity of a single site in terms of transactions per time unit. t and L exhibit the following relation:
Where P r and P w are the probabilities of executing a read and a write operation.
The global scalability of a replicated system is given by the total processing capacity of the entire system (L) divided by the processing capacity of one site (t):
Taking into account that writes are processed asymmetrically the probability for a site to execute a write transaction can be split into: P w = P L w + P R w , where P L w is the probability of being the site fully executing the write transaction (local site for the transaction) and P R w is the probability of applying the writeset of an update transaction (remote site for the transaction). Then, we need to distinguish the cost of fully executing an update transaction, which is considered to be 1, the cost of fully executing the transaction including capturing the writeset by means of a particular mechanism, which we denote as writeset capture overhead or wco, and the cost of applying the writeset, which we denote as writeset application overhead or wao. As seen before, for asymmetric systems, wco ≥ 1 and 0 < wao ≤ 1. In contrast, wco = wao = 1 represents a symmetric system. With this the scalability, sc of a replicated system is:
We can know feed the analytical model with different values of wco and wao extracted from the experimental evaluation performed in the previous sections. wco is obtained as the ratio between the maximum throughput with writeset capture enabled and the maximum throughput for regular transaction execution. Similarly, wao is computed as the ratio between the maximum throughputs of writeset application and regular transaction execution. The computation of these values is made for each implemented reflective writeset mechanism in the different DBs. The so obtained computed values of wao and wco are summarized in Figure 8 .
Figure 8. Empirical values of writeset capture and application overheads
In Figure 7 we can find the scalability of the different approaches if the percentage of write operations is 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. The graph shows in the y-axis the relative power of the replicated system compared to a non-replicated system, that is, how many times the throughput of a replicated system multiplies the throughput of a centralized non-replicated system. For instance, a value of 10 in the y-axis, means that the maximum throughput is 10 times the one of a single non-replicated site. The x-axis shows the number of replicas. Since all the graphs are relative, it does not matter that the curves might belong to different databases.
The first observation is that the higher the value of w (percentage of update transactions) the more noticeable the difference among the different approaches. This is intuitive since, the more updates, the more impact has how efficiently they are handled. When comparing all the approaches, it becomes clear that the log mining approach is not an alternative for database replication. Trigger-based writeset capture pays the cost of a heavy weight reflective mechanism. However, it has the advantage that it can be implemented as database application, and hence, does not require changes to the database kernel code. Finally, the two reflective services implemented within the database kernel have the best scalability. Their scalability is very competitive. In the case of SQL capture, the scalability is somewhat lower, since capturing the writeset requires some additional processing for generating the SQL statements. Secondly, there is also the slightly higher cost for applying the writeset that has also some impact on scalability.
If we compare the binary writeset service approach with the others, we can see that for 20 replicas, it provides 10-23% more scalability than the SQL writeset service approach. With respect to the trigger approach, it has 20-41% better scalability. Finally, it beats the log mining approach with an enhancement in scalability of 73-88%.
Related Work
Reflection has become a popular paradigm to introduce non-functional concerns with a clean architecture without tangling the code of the regular functionality. In the last decade a number of approaches have been taken to introduce reflection in middleware such as OpenORB [9] and DynamicTAO [25] to disentangle the implementation of nonfunctional cross-cutting concerns from the implementation of the functional aspects. Some new component-based middlewares have been designed from the very beginning to provide reflective components that can be composed into new reflective components [30] .
Reflection to introduce transactional semantics has been explored by some researchers. Early approaches relied simply on inheritance (without reflection) to provide flexible transactional semantics [37] . [6] extends a legacy TP-monitor with transactional reflective capabilities to implement advanced transaction models at the meta-level.
[41] exploits a reflective Java for introducing transactionality in a declarative fashion for componentbased systems.
[1] is a seminal paper on dependability through reflection. The paper takes advantage of reflection in an actor-based language to implement dependable protocols. [17] is also one of the early approaches to implement fault-tolerance exploiting reflection. This paper explores how to perform process replication in three different flavors, active, semiactive and passive, utilizing linguistic reflection in object oriented languages, that is, by means of a meta-object protocol. The use of MOPs to implement fault-tolerant CORBA systems has been studied in [29, 18] . More recently, reflective design patterns have been studied for implementing fault tolerance [27] . Another important topic that has been studied in the context of implementing fault-tolerance adoptive reflective approaches is what happens in complex systems such as a middleware on top of operating systems [38] .
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a wide set of lightweight reflective mechanisms for databases that enable to perform replication at the middleware level. These mechanisms have explored all the main functionalities of the database, database connectivity, request handling, concurrency control and logging. Some of the reflective mechanisms are already widely used, others are quite novel and an efficient implementation would be very useful for middleware based replication. From there, a thorough comparison, both empirically and analytically, of different implementations for writeset capture and application has been performed, since this reflective mechanism has proven to have a high impact on the scalability of database replication. The main conclusion has been that the most promising reflective mechanisms are those that capture the writeset within the database kernel either in binary of SQL form.
